Protecting Cloud Data

Scalable Threat Detection is Essential

Migration to the Cloud Comes with Benefits and New Risks

Organizations expanding their cloud infrastructure and moving their data to the cloud gain many benefits related to on-demand access and the ability to deliver more services. However, this also comes with greater security risks. While cloud security controls mitigate some of these risks, the lack of visibility to and detection of unauthorized activities in the cloud can lead to enterprise-wide compromises.

90% of organizations are expanding in the cloud
58% use the cloud for sensitive or confidential data
70% In public clouds had a security incident in the last year
95% of cloud security failures start with users, not providers

Attivo Networks Cloud Innovation

Attivo Networks leverages controlled access techniques and detection technology to restrict attackers from finding and exploiting cloud accounts and data by using deception and concealment technologies.

Attivo Networks ThreatDefend® Platform for Cloud Protection

Efficiently detect reconnaissance and lateral movement activities
Protect against cloud credential and cloud AD exploitation
Easily deploy and scale to any size enterprise environment
Protect native cloud technologies such as containers and storage
Easily and accurately alerting accelerates incident response

Benefits

Cloud Platforms Supported

VMware
Oracle
OpenStack
Amazon
Google
Microsoft
Salesforce

Interested in Learning More?

Contact an Attivo Security Specialist
Read the Attivo Cloud Whitepaper
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